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Summary

Goodbyes are not forever they are not the end.
They simply mean we’ll miss you until we meet again”
Saturday, June 29, 2019, witnessed energy, enthusiasm and loads of smiles at an all-time high as students
of MBA Semester IV and BBA Semester VI gathered at RDIAS premises to experience the farewell moments
of the lifetime.
With a zeal to conquer the world from now on and a mind for the big change they the young guns seek,
team RDIAS bid adieu to students on a happy note. Farwell 2K19 saw the participation of students in all
their glory as they geared up for activity rounds leading the coveted Mr &amp; Miss Farewell tag. For the
wannabe professionals (read MBAs) the first round was Introduction round, wherein students had to
introduce themselves in the most appealing way. Second to continuity came the talent round which was a
chit-based Q&amp;A round. The interesting hand-picked questions kept the buzz alive as selected students
made it to final: The Rapid Fire round.
Basis the participation and the attached enthusiasm, Mr Lokesh Aggarwal was declared as Mr Farwell and
Ms Heena Kohli took away the Miss Farwell title. The event also two spate activities entitling students as
Mr/Miss Unique and Mr/Miss Style Icon, where Mr Harman Baweja showcased his uniqueness and Mr
Rahul Bhatnagar grooved in style thus being declared as activity winners.
For the about-to-be graduates i.e. BBA students, they had to go through a combination of Ramp
Walk &amp; the Introduction for the first round followed by Talent round wherein they were supposed
to showcase any unique talent of theirs and lastly the Q&amp;A round leading to winners: Sanchit Bhatia
as Mr Farwell and Dhriti Ghai as Miss Farwell. Sarthak Gaba happened to steal the show thus being
adjudged as the winner for Unique Talent activity and Diksha Vashisht being the style icon for the day.
The event was nothing less than an extravaganza filled with memories of a lifetime and one could
definitely quote this, given the wonderful experience: If you are brave enough to say goodbye, life will
reward you with a new hello!
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